We report improving ballistic performance of polyurethane foam by reinforcing it with nanoscale TiO 2 particles. Particles were dispersed through a sonic cavitation process and the loading of particles was 3 wt% of the total polymer. Once foams were reinforced, sandwich panels were made and impacted with fragment simulating projectiles (FSPs) in a 1.5-inch gas gun. Projectile speed was set up to have complete penetration of the target in each experiment. Test results have indicated that sandwich with nanophased cores absorbed about 20% more kinetic energy than their neat counterpart. The corresponding increase in ballistic limit was around 12% over the neat control samples. The penetration phenomenon was also monitored using a high-speed camera. Analyses of digital images showed that FSP remained inside the nanophased sandwich for about 7 microseconds longer than that of a neat sandwich demonstrating improved energy absorption capability of the nanoparticle reinforced core. Failure modes for energy absorption have been investigated through a microscope and high-speed images.
The obvious attraction of sandwich structures such as light weight and a high bending stiffness is strongly influenced by the core material. The core material should be as light as possible and should act as a spacer for the stiff skins to increase the moment of inertia. It plays an important role to improve the structural crashworthiness as they are capable of absorbing large amounts of energy in the event of impact [1, 2] . However, the resulting impact damage to the sandwich panel ranges from facesheet indentation to complete perforation. One of the most commonly used parameter to quantify short-duration impact phenomenon is the ballistic limit. The ballistic limit is defined as the greatest projectile velocity that a target can withstand without being perforated by the projectile [3] . Many researchers have studied sandwich structures with special emphasis on the facesheets [4] [5] [6] . Lee and Sun [4] studied graphite/epoxy laminate impacted by standard projectiles. They concluded three stages of penetration process-predelamination, postdelamination before plugging, and postplugging. However, the situation is somewhat different in case of core materials. Goldsmith et al. [7] reported that the location of initial contact point is a critical issue for impact in core materials. When the first contact occurred along a cell axis, cell wall resulted in an out-of-plane deformation followed by in-plane distortion after the striker moved to a more central position during the course of the perforation. However the effect of the location of initial contact is substantially reduced when the size of the striker is much larger than that of the cell. Extensive studies were reported on perforation of sandwich structures impacted by projectiles [8, 9] .
While numerous studies focused on facesheet or composites under ballistic impact, the study of foam core remains scarce. In the present investigation, efforts have been made to improve the ballistic performance of sandwich by improving the core properties. In our previous work, the rigid polyurethane foam was modified by infusing nanoparticles [10] . The modified foam showed improved mechanical properties both in static and dynamic compression tests. The effect was even more pronounced when this modified foam was used as core materials for sandwich structures [11] . A 2 Journal of Nanotechnology few more attempts have been made to infuse nanoparticles in polyurethane and reported enhancement in chemical and mechanical properties [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Cao et al. [12, 13] reinforced polyurethane foam with the inclusion of 5% functional organoclay and reported improved glass transition temperature and mechanical properties of polyurethane foam with 5% nanoclay. Petrović et al. [15] and Javni et al. [16] studied the effect of nanosilica and microsilica fillers on polyurethane foam properties. They reported that hardness and compressive strength of flexible polyurethane foams with nanosilica were increased while decreased with microsilica fillers. One special advantage of infusing nanoparticles is that only a small amount of nanoparticles, typically 1-3 wt%, is required in order to achieve this enhancement and, hence, eliminating the weight penalty due to the reinforcement. However, the unique nanocomposite features can only be effective if the nanoparticles are well dispersed on a nanometer level in the surrounding polymer matrix [17] . Various techniques are available to infuse nanoparticle in the polymer matrices [18] among which sonication is one of the efficient ways to disperse nanoparticles into the virgin materials as reported by the authors elsewhere [19, 20] . Moreover, there is a clear acceleration of polyurethane polymerization reaction under ultrasound in both catalyzed and unanalyzed reactions [21] . As modified nanophased foam core and their sandwich showed superior performance both in static and dynamic compression, the work was extended to investigate their performance under ballistic loading as well as to understand their failure mechanisms and penetration process.
Experimental
2.1. Materials. The materials used for manufacturing the sandwich composite with nanophased foam are shown in Table 1 . Manufacturing procedure of sandwich composites with nanophased core is discussed elaborately in our previous work [11] . However, in brief, nanophased polyurethane foam was fabricated in two steps-the first step was the dispersion of nanoparticles (via sonication) into liquid polyurethane, and the second was the casting of foam. Once the core is made, the coinjection resin transfer molding (CIRTM) technique was employed to fabricate the sandwich panels. Two types of sandwiches were manufactured, one with neat polyurethane core and the other with nanophased polyurethane core. Several panels were fabricated in this manner, and samples are extracted for subsequent tests.
Microstrucutral
Tests. SEM analyses were carried out using JEOL JSM 5800. As-prepared neat and nanophased polyurethane foam samples were placed on a sample holder with a silver paint and coated with gold palladium to prevent charge build-up by the electron. A 15-kilovolt accelerating voltage was applied to accomplish desired magnification.
High-Velocity Impact
Test. A 1.5-inch gas gun with 22 ft long barrel was used to perform the high-velocity impact test (Figure 1(a) ). The projectile used was a 13 gm, 12.7 mm diameter fragment simulating projectile (FSP) made from Figure 1 (b). The FSP was carried by modulun sabot along the barrel. At the end of the gun barrel (muzzle), there was a 2-inch thick stripper plate with a center hole which stopped the sabot but allowed the projectile to continue. Two different types of magnetic sensors were used to record the impact velocity prior to impact and residual velocity after penetration. The gun is capable of firing FSP in the velocity range up to about 1000 m/s with helium gas.
High-Speed Camera.
The IMACON 468 camera was used to take the images of projectiles during the penetration process. The camera is capable of taking 100 million frames per second and it includes a data reduction package (IMACON 468 software) from which velocity, distance, area, displacement, and angles can be extracted. For triggering, a break wire is placed in the path of the projectile at the end of the barrel (muzzle). On its passage towards the target (specimen), the projectile intersected the break wire which triggered the camera. A schematic view of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 2 . According to Figure 2 , delay time, interframe time, and exposure time were calculated to setup the camera such that it takes the successive images from the view field.
Results and Discussions

Microstructural Properties.
In order to investigate the microstructural effect due to nanoparticles infusion. SEM analyses were carried out on both the neat and nanophased polyurethane foam. The micrographs of neat and nanophased foams at same magnification are shown in cell structure still seems to be intact and uniform. In polyurethane foam manufacturing, water is used as a main reactant to produce the blowing agent. Water reacts with the isocyanate group to generate the blowing gas CO 2 . It is believed that infusion of nanoparticles acts as a catalyst to increase the kinetic rate of this chemical reaction. The increased kinetic rate helps the blowing gas to generate gradually and thus giving larger cell size [26] .
As both neat and nanophased foams have similar densities [11] and they are fabricated in identical closed molds, nanophased foam with larger cell size must have thicker cell edge, wall, or faces than those of the neat foam. This is confirmed by SEM micrographs shown in Figure 4 where it is found that cell wall thickness in nanophased foam is 7.4 μm whereas in neat polyurethane foam, it is 3.86 μm. Also, the cross-sectional areas of cell edges were approximated as 296 μm 2 for neat and 444 μm 2 for nanophased foam. Due to the nanoparticle infusion, the cell wall and cell edge crosssection have increased by about 92% and 50%, respectively, in the nanophased foam.
Ballistic Performance.
In this study, sandwiches with both neat and nanophased polyurethane foam core were impacted by a fragment simulating projectile at around 800 m/s velocity. The striking velocities were maintained at about 800 m/s by controlling the breech pressure which was kept at about 500 psi in all tests. The striking velocity was well above the ballistic limit of the material and complete piercing of the target occurred during the test. Figure 5 shows the relation between the striking velocity and the residual velocity for both neat and nanophased sandwich structures. The curves show a linear relation which is typical if the striking velocity exceeds the ballistic limit [7] . It is also observed that the neat sandwich shows higher residual velocity than the nanophased sandwich. This indicates that after complete perforation of the target, the projectile came out with higher kinetic energy in neat sandwich as compared to nanophased sandwich.
To investigate the above fact, the energy absorption by the target and ballistic limit were calculated using the principle of conservation of energy. The as-calculated energy absorption and ballistic limit for both neat and nanophased sandwiches are tabulated in Table 2 . The parameters were normalized by areal density. The nanophased sandwich showed about 20% improvement in energy absorption whereas in case of ballistic limit, the enhancement was 12%.
Failure Mechanisms.
In the event of high-velocity impact, when the projectile strikes the target, strong compressive waves propagate into both bodies. If the impact velocity is sufficiently high, relief waves will propagate inward from the lateral-free surface of the projectile and cross at the centerline, creating a region with high-tensile stress. On the other hand, when the initial compressive wave reaches a free boundary in the target, an additional release wave is generated. Any of these above waves may initiate failure in the target and may trigger different failure modes. However, the wave propagation and, hence, the failure mechanisms depend on material properties, impact velocity, projectile shape, method of target support, and relative dimensions of projectile and target [27] . Some of the dominant failure modes for thin and intermediate thickness targets have been reported by Backman and Goldsmith [3] . Although one of these may dominate the failure process, they might frequently be accompanied by several other modes. In the present study, the cores were investigated after penetration with a low-magnification optical microscope to analyze their failure mechanisms. Figure 6 shows the images of penetrated targets for both neat and nanophased sandwich cores. It was observed that in both neat and nanophased cores, the most dominating failure mode was fragmentation leaving a crater at the center of the target. The diameter of the crater is equal to that of the impactor both in front and back side of the neat core. On the other hand, the crater diameter is equal to the impactor diameter at the front side but larger in the back side. This type of fragmentation is quite possible in the present combination of a metallic FSP and a brittle target, specially, if striking velocity exceeds the ballistic limit by more than 5 − 10% [27] . But in nanophased core, another failure mode, that is, radial fracture, is also dominant. In nanophased core, there are several cracks running radially from the periphery of the crater, whereas there is only one crack running radially in case of neat core. Moreover, crack in nanophased foam changes its path as indicated in Figure 6 (b) by an elliptical marker. There was also evidence of several cracks changing fracture plane and propagating through thickness in nanophased core. These numerous cracks give nanophased core a progressive failure which left the larger crater at the back side of the nanophased core. It is believed that the stiffer nanoparticle may force the propagating cracks to bow or to branch, to change their direction, and even to change the fracture plane (Figure 6(b) , side views). The numerous cracks in nanophased core created a number of new surfaces. This initiates new energy dissipation mechanism in case of nanophased sandwich which explains the overall enhancement in energy absorption.
High-Speed Photographic Analysis.
In order to characterize the ballistic resistance of the neat and nanophased sandwich constructions, it is important to visualize their behavior during the actual impact as the projectile plows through the target. A time-resolved observation of the penetration process can provide a better understanding of the performance. A high-speed Imacon camera (IMACON 468) was used to investigate the deformation process. Figure 7 shows the typical high-speed photograph for neat and nanophased sandwiches. The time in each frame indicates the time after the tip of the projectile touched the front face of the target. As it can be seen from Figure 7 (a), for neat sandwich, there is no trace of bulge at the back face in first two frames. The reason is that, in first frame, the projectile did not impact the target yet, and in the second frame, the projectile passed only 0.47 microsecond after the impact. From 3rd frame and onward, the gradual growth of the bulge can be observed. Similar trend can be observed for nanophased sandwich if one looks at Figure 7 (b). The projectile needs to be captured just after the penetration in order to determine how long the projectile remained inside the target. But the projectile could not be captured clearly as it was obscured by bulges and debris clouds. However, using Newton's law of motion, an estimated value can be obtained about total time of projectile's residence inside the target from average impact velocity, average residual velocity, and the target's thickness and projectile's length. In the present case, it was approximated as 23.23 microseconds. Imacon 468 software was also used for quantitative measurement of the bulge height. Figure 8 shows the variation of average bulge height as a function of time for both neat and nanophased sandwich. between the bulge height and the time. This is true for both neat and nanophased sandwich. However, neat sandwich shows larger bulge height than that in nanophased sandwich. The bulging velocity is also slightly higher in neat sandwich as compared to nanophased sandwich. This time-dependent bulge heights data can also be used to predict the critical time for bulge initiation which is one of the important phenomenon to consider during ballistic impact. It was found that the initiation of bulge height had been delayed for nanophased sandwich nearly by 7 microseconds as compared to neat sandwich. This means that the projectile stayed inside the target 7 microseconds longer in nanophased sandwich than the neat one which is about 30% of estimated time of projectile being inside the target.
To further investigate the bulging process of neat and nanophased sandwiches, the bulge contours of both sandwiches are superimposed in Figure 9 . The bulge contours were selected from the same time frame (≈25 microseconds) for both neat and nanophased sandwiches for better comparison. It is interesting to see that the bulges in neat and nanophased sandwiches exhibited different contours. In neat sandwich, the bulge showed a more or less round contour while it was conical for nanophased sandwich. Though both sandwiches have identical front and back facesheets, they have different core-neat and nanophased. As nanophased core absorbed more energy, the backface of nanophased sandwich was impacted at lower velocity than the neat one. The higher velocity of projectile caused a rigorous failing of the back face of neat sandwich and created comparatively larger and round shape bulge.
Summary
In summary, it has been shown that simple dispersion of a small weight percent of TiO 2 nanoparticles into polyurethane foam can significantly change its cell structures Journal of Nanotechnology and hence affect mechanical properties especially under ballistic loading as investigated here. It is clearly demonstrated that sandwiches with nanophased cores have superior ballistic performance with respect to absorption of kinetic energy as well as in case of ballistic limit. Through digital imaging it is also shown that during its travel through the target the projectile is held longer within the nanophased core due to energy-absorbing failure modes induced by nanoscale inclusions. These failure modes have been identified as fragmentation accompanied with the formation of numerous radial cracks in multiple fracture planes.
